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LUCAPA DIAMOND COMPANY LTD (LOM)
Kimberlite confirmed next to Mining Block 8 (MB8)
Lucapa recently confirmed kimberlite at the L259 target immediately adjacent
to Mining Block 8 (MB8) at the Lulo Diamond Project, Angola.
Kimberlite L259 could be a primary source of the large alluvial diamonds
currently being mined and as such if proved to be diamond-bearing,
represents a key near-term catalyst for strong share price appreciation.

Brief Business Description
Diamond producer and explorer

Potential for a large diamond-bearing pipe near MB8
Kimberlite L259 is confirmed as in-situ, resedimented volcaniclastic kimberlite
(RVK), representing the upper part or top of the intrusive structure, which
bodes well for pipe preservation. Kimberlite material has now been identified
in test pits more than 1km part providing some confidence that the kimberlite
is large (potential for a pipe some tens of hectares in size).

Diamond: Explorer
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Hartleys Brief Investment Conclusion
Alluvial diamond mining in Angola,
continues to recover exceptional value
stones. Significant diamond-bearing
kimberlite potential. Highly experienced
management, with a strong diamond
skillset.

The exploration pitting program is now being accelerated to better define the
limits of the kimberlite. Results from the pitting program will determine the
best positions for surface bulk samples to further ascertain diamond potential.
In addition, ground-based geophysics (EM or gravity) will be employed to
better define the target area and position diamond holes for delineation work.
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Sixth diamond sales nets over A$4.5m for operations

Projects

Lucapa completed its 6th diamond sale from the Lulo alluvial operations this
week, with 1,621 carats sold for gross revenues of A$5.1m (average carat
price of A$3,132 per carat). We would estimate net proceeds of over A$4.5m
after marketing fees, royalties and taxes. Lucapa has now sold a total of
8,037ct for gross revenues of A$15.8m. The total average carat price of
A$1,966 per carat is well above global averages of ~US$120/ct; testament to
the large, quality stones consistently being recovered, in particular from MB8.

Alluvial operations ramped up for +1,800 carats/month
Lucapa has now successfully ramped-up the mining and processing rate at
the Lulo alluvial operation. Alluvial mining has doubled from 10,000bcm to the
initial target of 20,000bcm per month. The Company reported an overall grade
for the SepQ of 7.9 carats per 100bcm, which is down 5% on the previous
quarter due to increased dilution but the lower grade, has been more than
compensated by the increase in diamond value (~88% above the previous
Lulo average of A$1,668/ct on total sales (new average is A$1,966/ct)).
At the average grade (ytd) of 8.8 carats per 100bcm implies production levels
of ~1,800 carats per month (annualised for 21,600 carats). Plans are in place
to potentially increase mining rates further to 40,000bcm per month which
implies production levels of +42,000 carats per annum. We estimate that the
move to 20,000bcm per month moves the operation into positive cash flows
with potential for ~$1.5m per month on lower than actual per carat prices. The
alluvial operation is expected to generate free cash which can be reinvested
into the search for the diamond-bearing kimberlites.
The alluvial operation continues to ramp-up ahead of schedule, and we see
potential for significant value if the new kimberlite (L259) is diamond-bearing.
We maintain our Speculative Buy recommendation with a price target of
57cps (up from 49cps), which is derived from a highly speculative discounted
cashflow analysis of the current alluvial operation and perception of
exploration value in the search of primary diamond sources (which we regard
as high and upgraded by the recent exploration results).
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Company Details

Share Price

$0.390

Miles Kennedy (Non-Exec Chairman)

Market Capitalisation

$99.9m

Stephen Wetherall (CEO/MD)

Cash

$4.0m

Gordon Gilchrist (Non-Exec Director)

Debt

$0.0m

Albert Thamm (Non-Exec Director)

Net Debt (Cash)

-$4.0m

Issued Capital * includes new equity

256.1m

Issued Capital (fully diluted ITM options)
Options

Nick Selby (COO)

www.lucapa.com.au

304.7m

Top Shareholders (est)

m shs

Board and Management

1.29

304.7m

EV

$95.9m

Valuation

$0.44

12Mth Price Target

$0.57
Interest

+61 8 9381 5995

48.64m @ A$0.21

Issued Capital (fully diluted all options)

Projects

34 Bagot Road
Subiaco WA 6008

Location

Commodity

%
0.5%

Investment Summary
Alluvial diamond mining in Angola, continues to recover exceptional
value stones. Significant diamond-bearing kimberlite potential.

Lulo - Alluvial *

40%

Angola

Diamonds

Highly experienced management, with strong diamond skillsets.

Lulo - Kimberlite **

39%

Angola

Diamonds

Ramping up alluvial production and increasing kimberlite exploration.

* JV Partners interest: Endiama 32% and Rosas & Petalas 28%
** JV Partners interest: Endiama 51% and Rosas & Petalas 10%

Key Milestones

Project

Alluvial Mining Commenced

Q1 CY15

Lulo

Ramp-up 10,000bcm to 20,000bcm

Q3 CY15

Lulo

E259 kimberlite target testing

Q3 CY15

Lulo

Mining Block 8 - over 30 specials

Q3 CY15

Lulo

Diamonds

Ramp-up 20,000bcm to 40,000bcm

Q2 CY16

Lulo

No JORC resources

Ongoing kimberlite testing

CY15/16

Lulo

CY16

LOM

Resources

Mt

Grade

Metal

Attr.

Potential listing on LSE

P&L
Net Revenue

FY2013A

FY2014A

FY2015F

-

-

11.7

Total Costs

(1.2)

(2.6)

(13.6)

EBITDA

(1.2)

(2.6)

(1.9)

Options

Deprec/Amort

(0.0)

(0.0)

(0.1)

EBIT

(1.2)

(2.6)

0.0

Net Interest
Pre-Tax Profit
Tax Expense
NPAT

Unpaid Capital

No (m)

$ (m)

Ave Pr

% Ord

31-Dec-15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0%

(1.9)

31-Dec-16

0.00

0.00

0.00

0%

0.0

0.0

31-Dec-17

48.64

10.43

0.21

19%

(1.2)

(2.6)

(1.9)

Total

48.64

10.43

0.21

16%

-

-

-

(1.2)

(2.6)

(1.9)

Abnormal Items

-

-

-

Reported Profit

(1.2)

(2.6)

(1.9)

Comments
Alluvial operation to generate cashflows to fund kimberlite exploration.
Exceptional quality diamonds and indicator minerals from mining block 8
indicative of a proximal (high value) primary source.

Analyst: Mike Millikan
Last Updated: 15/10/2015

Phone: +61 8 9268 2805
Sources: IRESS, Company Information, Hartleys Research
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Angolan focused alluvial miner and kimberlite explorer

Angolan focused, with
a diamond concession
in Lunda Norte

The Company has
already identified and
confirmed multiple
kimberlite pipes, some
of which are
diamondiferous, which
bodes well for ongoing
exploration

Lucapa Diamond Company is an Angolan-focused alluvial diamond miner and
diamond-bearing kimberlite explorer. The Company holds a diamond concession
(Lulo) in joint venture (JV) with Angolan government’s Endiama and local partner
Rosas and Petalas in the Lunda Norte province.
Under the current JV framework, Lucapa is the operator with a 40% interest in the
alluvials and holds a 39% interest in kimberlites. Lucapa’s interest in both alluvials and
kimberlites has the potential to be increased through pre-emptive rights with the local
partner and through recently announced government initiatives. Any increase(s) in
ownership is seen as value-add opportunities, appealing to a wider investor base.
Alluvial mining commenced at Lulo in January 2015, and Lucapa has now scaled up
to the initial target of 20,000bcm of gravels per month, which could deliver over 1,800
carats of diamond per month. The Company has a funding deal with a local Caterpillar
dealer (Barloworld) to increase the earth-moving fleet to further increase the mining
rate to up to 40,000bcm per month, which on the currently anticipated grade could
effectively double diamond production. The alluvial operation has good grades and
high average per carat diamond prices. The higher than average per carat value is
testament to the regular recovery of “special diamonds”, which are both large in size
and of exceptional colour and clarity.
The alluvial operation to date has generated close to A$16m in gross revenues. We
estimate once producing at and above the 20,000bcm of gravels per month, free cash
flows should be generated, though we forecast a small EBITDA loss for CY15. The
generated free cash can be reinvested into the search for the diamond-bearing
kimberlites, which we see as the ultimate objective.
Lucapa recently confirmed kimberlite at the L259 target immediately adjacent to
Mining Block 8. Kimberlite L259 could be a primary source of the large alluvial
diamonds currently being mined and as such if proved to be diamond-bearing,
represents a key near-term catalyst for significant share price appreciation.
The exploration pitting program is now being accelerated to better define the limits of
the kimberlite. Results from the pitting program will determine the best positions for
surface bulk samples to further ascertain diamond potential. In addition, ground-based
geophysics (EM or gravity) will be employed to better define the target area and
position diamond holes for delineation work.

Fig. 1:

Project Location – Lunda Norte, Angola

Source: Lucapa Diamond Company Limited
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Mining Block 8 extending for increased mine life

Alluvial gravels
continue to be
extended at the highpriority MB8

Recent diamond sales
highlight the value in
MB8 with achieved
sales price of
A$4,500/ct due to the
high frequency of
large “special” stone

Grade control pitting in and around Mining Block 8 (MB8) has extended alluvial
gravels. The known boundaries of the diamond-bearing gravel within the key mining
block has been extended some 800m to the north and over 800m to the west. It should
be noted that 15 of the 31 specials (>10.8 carat diamonds) recovered within the mining
block since early August 2015 have been sourced from the new northern extensions.
These gravels also contain coarse kimberlitic indicator minerals with reworked RVK
clasts, further indicating a proximal primary source (further enhancing the potential of
kimberlite L259).
The gravel horizon within Mining Block 8 is up to 1.5m thick in parts and with the recent
extensions from pitting provides us with some confidence that mining within this area
will continue for some time and we would estimate over a year of plant feed at the
current mining rates. We anticipate it will continue to be blended with other mining
blocks (ie 31) to sustain a more consistent production level and positive cashflow.

Fig. 2:

Mining Block 8 Gravels – Mined and Extensions

Note the white zones
on Fig.2 are previous
areas of small-scale
artisanal activity,
highlighting the
extend of gravels prior
to LOM activity

Source: Lucapa Diamond Company Limited
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Mining rate doubled ahead of plan – now 20,000bcm/month
Lucapa has now successfully ramped-up the mining and processing rate at the alluvial
operation to 20,000bcm per month up from 10,000bcm per month; ahead of plan.
In addition, the Company has made improvements to the process plant with the
installation and commissioning of two double-pass Flowsort x-ray machines which are
expected to further improve diamond recoveries. The new wet-front end for the 150tph
plant schedule for delivery and installation in mid-December 2015, with further improve
the operation.
The mining rate of
20,000bcm of gravels
could deliver +1,800
carats per month and
generate positive cash
flows

Additional earthmoving equipment has also been secured to enable Lucapa to
maintain this alluvial mining rate over the wet season, while testing primary kimberlite
potential. The overall alluvial diamond grade for the SepQ of 7.9 carats per 100bcm is
down 5% on the previous quarter (from 8.3 carats per 100bcm) due to increased
dilution at MB8. The lower grade has been more than compensated by the increase
in diamond value however. At the average grade (ytd) of 8.8 carats per 100bcm implies
production levels of ~1,800 carats per month (annualised for 21,600 carats).
Plans are in place to potentially increase mining rates further to 40,000bcm per month
which implies production levels of +42,000 carats per annum. We estimate that the
move to 20,000bcm per month moves the operation into positive cash flows with
potential for ~$1.5m per month on lower than actual per carat prices. The alluvial
operation is expected to generate free cash which can be reinvested into the search
for the diamond-bearing kimberlites.

Average sales price increasing – MB8 shows it worth

6th diamond sale of
1,621 carats sold for
gross revenues of
A$5.1m, providing
average carat price of
A$3,132 per carat

Earlier this week (13th Oct 2015), Lucapa completed its 6th diamond sale from the Lulo
alluvial operations, with 1,621 carats sold for gross revenues of A$5.1m (average carat
price of A$3,132 per carat). Lucapa has now sold a total of 8,037ct for gross revenues
of A$15.8m. The total average carat price of A$1,966 per carat is well above global
averages, testament to the large, quality stones consistently being recovered, in
particular from MB8.
The alluvial mining operation could provide another 1-2 sales before year end (CY15)
and we anticipate, the Company is likely to hold up to 10 sales per annum going
forward. All diamond sales are through the state-owned diamond marketing company
SODIAM, which under Angolan law has exclusive right to market all rough diamonds
in country. On a normal sale SODIAM collects a 5% marketing commission and
Angolan government receives a 5% diamond royalty.

Fig. 3: Diamond Sales since 2013
Sales No.
Sales Date
Parcel (cts)
Gross Revenue (A$m)
Ave Sale price (A$/ct)

1

2

3

4

5

6

31-Jul-13

27-May-14

22-Apr-15

19-May-15

14-Sep-15

13-Oct-15

496

371

1,450

1,539

2,559

1,621

3.1

2.9

0.8

2.9

1.0

5.1

15.8

6,280

7,873

544

1,870

400

3,132

1,966

131.4ct, Type 11a

95.45ct, Type 2a, D

na

63.05ct, Type 11a, D

na

90.32ct, Type 11a, D

Special (size, type, colour)

Source: Lucapa Diamond Company Limited
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Primary source for MB8 diamonds the hidden gem
LOM recently
confirmed kimberlite
at the L259 target
immediately adjacent
to MB8

MB8 contains high-quality diamonds and abundant coarse kimberlitic indicator
minerals indicative of a proximal primary source. The large diamonds that continue to
be recovered from this area, are irregular in shape with jagged edges indicating short
travel distance from source.
Lucapa recently confirmed kimberlite at the L259 target immediately adjacent to MB8.
Kimberlite L259 could be a primary source of the large alluvial diamonds currently
being mined and as such if proved to be diamond-bearing, represents a key near-term
catalyst for further share price improvement. The Company has already re-rated off
the back of recent encouraging results.
Kimberlite L259 has confirmed as in-situ, resedimented volcaniclastic kimberlite
(RVK), representing the upper part or top of the intrusive structure, which bodes well
for pipe preservation. Kimberlite material has now been confirmed in test pits more
than 1km part providing some confidence that the kimberlite is large (potential for a
pipe some tens of hectares in size).

Source Kjarsgaard, 2007

The exploration pitting program is now being accelerated to better define the limits of
the kimberlite. Results from the pitting program will determine the best positions for
surface bulk samples to further ascertain diamond potential. In addition, ground-based
geophysics (EM or gravity) will be employed to better define the target area and
position diamond holes for delineation work. In addition, ground-based geophysics
(EM or gravity) will be employed to better define the target area and position diamond
holes for delineation work.

Fig. 4: Potential proximal primary sources to Mining Block 8 (LHS); In-situ RVK (RHS)

Source: Lucapa Diamond Company Limited
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Preliminary Valuation and Price Target
Our preliminary
valuation for the
alluvial operation is
based on
assumptions, some of
which are yet to be
achieved

The estimation of alluvial diamond resources and reserves are problematic due to the
variable distribution of the diamonds within the gravel host. Unfortunately, Lucapa has
not released a JORC-compliant resource estimate, but with a few hundred kimberlites
within the immediate catchment area eroding over a long time period provides some
comfort that mining can be sustained at the targeted levels over a number of years. In
our preliminary modelling, which forms the basis of our price target, we simulate a
lower case (LC) 3 year operation, a base case (BC) 5 year operation and an upper
case (UC) 10 year operation.
When assessing diamond deposits, tonnes, grade, and the average value of the
diamonds ($/carat) must be determined. Diamonds, unlike commodities such as gold,
do not have a set value, with their value ($/carat) depending on their quality (4Cs).
The project also has a higher than average price per carat which again is difficult to
model, especially the recovery rate of the “special”+10 carat stones and frequency of
highly prized Type IIa stones. The actual average sale price received to date from six
sales is A$1,966/ct (ranging from A$400/ct up to A$7,873/ct).
Our basic preliminary modelling uses the following assumptions:

We will continue to
update our modelling
from Company
released information
and actual production
results



Strip ratio of 6:1 (average)



Processing rate of 20,000bcm ramping up to 40,000bcm/month (steady-state)



Grade of range 8-9.5cts/100bcm



Production (annualised) of +21,000cts up to +42,000cts (once at ramp-up)

Under the terms of JV, Lucapa is entitled to 70% of the free cash flows (50% direct
payment and 40% of the remaining 50% for 20% through dividends) until accumulated
expenditure is repaid (we estimate accumulated expenditure of A$50m).
The capex for the alluvial operation is ~$8m, with a vast majority of the funds already
sunk. The latest equity raise provides the Company to source additional earth-moving
equipment to increase alluvial mining beyond 20,000bcm per month and will enable
continuous mining of two separate mining areas, optimising ore feeds to the plant. We
assume surplus funds will be used for working capital and kimberlite exploration.

Preliminary price
target of 57cps

Our preliminary price target of 57cps is derived from both a discounted cashflow
analysis of the current alluvial operation and perception of exploration value in the
search of primary diamond sources (which we regard as high).

Fig. 5:

Hartleys LOM Price Target

Price Target Methodology

Weighting

Spot

12 mth out

Lulo alluvials - NPV@14% - 3 year mine life (LC)

10%

$0.18

$0.24

Lulo alluvials - NPV@14% - 5 year mine life (BC)

25%

$0.30

$0.40

Lulo alluvials - NPV@14% - 10 year mine life (UC)

15%

$0.61

$0.81

LC + Kimberlite exploration value - "blue sky"

5%

$0.35

$0.46

BC + Kimberlite exploration value - "blue sky"

25%

$0.47

$0.62

UC + Kimberlite exploration value - "blue sky"

12%

$0.77

$1.03

Net Cash

5%

$0.02

$0.02

Risk weighted composite

$0.44

12 Months Price Target

$0.57

Share price - Last

$0.390

12 mth total return (% to 12mth target + dividend)

45%

Source: Hartleys Research Estimates; LC = lower case; BC = base case; UC = upside case
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Risks
Key risks for Lucapa Diamonds include establishing resources (exploration target)
which can be converted for mine life growth, improving balance sheet to fund ongoing
exploration activities and managing movement in diamond prices and exchange rates.

Fig. 6: Key Risks
Risk of not realising
assumption

Downside risk to share
price if assumption is
incorrect

Low-Med

Meaningful

Long history of civil unrest but has been stable for
over 10 years with a freely elected government,
last election in 2012.

Model parameters for our
LOM valuation

Med

Meaningful

We have made a number of large assumptions in
our LOM preliminary valuation, based on past
Company performance, forecast production
profiles and an indicative mine life. Any changes to
these assumptions have both upside and
downside risks.

Favourable diamond prices

Med

Meaningful

LOM remains highly sensitive to changes in
commodity prices (diamond), exchange rates and
market sentiment. The Company operates a highvalue alluvial mine which recovers higher than
normal special stones for higher than average per
carat prices. The pricing of the diamond market is
largely opaque and relies on supply and demand
fundamentals and luxury item consumption. The
Company is not immune to market sentiment.

Upside from exploration

Med

Moderate

LOM is about to complete an equity raise to rampup production, which if success see free cash flow
generation. Positive cash flows from the alluvial
operation is expected to be reinvested into the
search for the ultimate prize diamond-bearing
kimberlites. Exploration in and around mining block
8 has a number of kimberlite targets within the
catchment area which could be the primary source
for the high-value stones recovered in the alluvial
gravels. If a diamond-bearing kimberlite can be
identified as the source for these diamonds, then
LOM has significant upside potential. However, the
lack of exploration success would have a negative
impact on the Company.

Assumption

Stable government and
operating environment

Conclusion

Comment

At this stage we consider the assumptions have a medium risk of not being achieved.

Source: Hartleys Research
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mentioned in publications to clients.
This report was prepared solely by Hartleys Ltd. ASX did not prepare any part of the report and has not contributed in any way to its content. The
role of ASX in relation to the preparation of the research reports is limited to funding their preparation, by Hartleys Ltd, in accordance with the ASX
Equity Research Scheme. ASX does not provide financial product advice. The views express in this research may not necessarily reflect the
views necessarily reflect the views of ASX. To the maximum extent permitted by law, no representation, warranty or undertaking, express or
implied, is made and no responsibility or liability is accepted by ASX as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of the
research reports.
Any financial product advice contained in this document is unsolicited general information only. Do not act on this advice without first consulting
your investment adviser to determine whether the advice is appropriate for your investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs.
Hartleys believes that any information or advice (including any financial product advice) contained in this document is accurate when issued.
Hartleys however, does not warrant its accuracy or reliability. Hartleys, its officers, agents and employees exclude all liability whatsoever, in
negligence or otherwise, for any loss or damage relating to this document to the full extent permitted by law.
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